
On June 4, 2013, the White House announced a set of executive actions and leg-
islative recommendations to address the issue of frivolous litigation brought 
by companies that assert patents without also manufacturing a product based 

on those patents.  That same day, the National Economic Council, the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers, and the Office of Science & Technology Policy released a report, 
Patent Assertion and U.S. Innovation, detailing the effects that these companies, also 
known as Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs), have on the U.S. economy.  

In the announcement, President Obama outlined five executive actions and seven leg-
islative recommendations designed to protect innovation and help make the patent 
system more efficient.  Several of the legislative recommendations are included in 
proposed or pending patent reform bills, such as the proposed Saving High-Tech Inno-
vators from Egregious Legal Disputes (SHIELD) Act, the proposed Patent Quality Im-
provement Act and the proposed Patent Abuse Reduction Act.  Additionally, although 
the White House proposal does not seek to use the antitrust laws directly to combat 
frivolous PAE litigation, some of the recommendations contained in the proposal ad-
dress concerns expressed by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and the 
Federal Trade Commission.

Executive Actions

The Obama administration stated that it will take the following actions to address friv-
olous PAE litigation:

1.	 Require	identification	of	the	“ultimate	parent	entity.”  The United States Pat-
ent and Trademark Office (USPTO) will enact new rules requiring patent own-
ers to regularly update ownership information when involved in proceedings 
before the USPTO, thereby limiting the ability of PAEs to hide behind their 
shell companies.  

2.	 Increase	scrutiny	on	functional	claiming.  The USPTO will provide new train-
ing to its examiners and seek other ways to improve patent quality to ensure that 
patents with overly broad claims are not issued.

3.	 Empower	and	educate	end-users,	retailers	and	customers.  The USPTO will 
publish information, including a plain-English website, for end users, retailers 
and customers targeted by PAEs to inform them of their rights and options.  

4.	 Expand	outreach	and	research.  The USPTO will bring in academic experts and 
sponsor research on the issues presented by abusive PAE litigation.  It would also 
continue discussions with the DOJ and FTC to address challenges to U.S. innovation.  

5.	 Strengthen	 enforcement	 process	 of	 exclusion	 orders	 by	 the	 International	
Trade	Commission	(ITC).  The U.S. Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordi-
nator will review existing procedures and work to ensure effective and efficient 
conduct during exclusion order enforcement activities.
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Legislative Recommendations

Along with the executive actions outlined above, the White House also recommended that Congress 
pass legislation to do the following:

1. Require	disclosure	of	“real	party-in-interest.”  Patent owners would be required to file up-
dated ownership information with the USPTO before sending a demand letter, filing a complaint 
in court or seeking USPTO review of a patent.  Failure to do so could subject the patent owner 
to sanctions.  Like the corresponding executive action, this would limit the ability of PAEs to 
obfuscate their activities by creating and hiding behind shell companies.

2. Permit	more	discretion	in	awarding	fees	in	patent	cases.  District courts would be given more 
discretion to award attorneys’ fees as a way to deter abusive and frivolous filings in court.  The 
issue of fees and recovery of costs also is addressed in the Patent Abuse Reduction Act and the 
SHIELD Act.  

3.	 Increase	options	to	challenge	certain	patents.  Congress is urged to expand the USPTO’s tran-
sitional program for business method patents to cover a broader spectrum of patents involving 
software and computers.  Also, a wider range of challengers would be allowed to seek review of 
issued patents before the Patent Trial and Appeals Board (PTAB).  This also is addressed in the 
Patent Quality Improvement Act.  

4.	 Protect	customers	and	businesses	using	off-the-shelf	products.  Customers and businesses 
embroiled in patent litigation solely for off-the-shelf use of a product would be better protected 
against infringement liability.  Also, judicial proceedings against customers would be stayed 
when the retailer, manufacturer or vendor also is sued on the same patents.

5.	 Change	ITC	standard	for	obtaining	injunctions.  The standard used by the ITC in granting 
injunctions would be changed to be better aligned with the eBay Inc. v. MercExchange four-
factor test used in federal courts.  Coincidentally, this issue was highlighted when, on the same 
day as the White House announcement, the ITC issued an exclusion order against Apple.  If not 
overturned, the order would ban the importation of certain models of iPhones and iPads because 
of infringement of a single Samsung 3G standard essential patent. 

6.	 Increase	demand	letter	transparency	though	public	filings.  Companies would be incentiv-
ized to publicly file demand letters and make them available and accessible to the general public.

7.	 Increase	 flexibility	 of	 ITC	 to	 hire	 qualified	 administrative	 law	 judges	 (ALJ).  The ITC 
would have adequate flexibility in the hiring of qualified ALJs to handle the increasing ITC 
caseload.  

The Proposal’s Impact on Competition Issues

As noted above, the DOJ and FTC have been actively monitoring the potential impact that PAEs have 
on competition and innovation.  Some of the recommendations contained in the proposal address 
concerns expressed recently by both agencies.  For example, the agencies have expressed concern 
with how holders of FRAND-encumbered standard essential patents (SEPs) could use the lenient 
requirements for obtaining an ITC exclusion order to extract onerous licensing terms or foreclose 
competing products from the marketplace.  Requiring the ITC to use the four-factor test in eBay 
would greatly diminish the ability of firms to resort to the ITC to hold up potential licensees of SEPs.  
The agencies also have advocated for improved disclosure of real party-in-interest in order to foster 
bilateral licensing, combat royalty stacking, improve the agencies’ ability to monitor the competitive 
impact of patent acquisitions and assist defendants in infringement suits in determining whether a 
competitor is behind the lawsuit.
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Also, the accompanying report by the National Economic Council highlights many of the same is-
sues that were addressed at last December’s joint DOJ/FTC workshop on PAE activities, at which the 
agencies explored the impact of PAEs on innovation and competition.  In written public comments 
solicited after the workshop, a number of companies requested that the FTC use its powers under 
Section 6(b), 15 U.S.C. § 46(b), to further investigate PAE activities by compelling PAEs and oper-
ating companies alike to answer written questions or make reports to the Commission.  The White 
House’s engagement on this issue may make such an investigation more likely, which could spur 
future enforcement activity by the DOJ or FTC.  

While the exact implementation and effects of these directives remain to be seen, the president’s ac-
tion is a significant development in the debate regarding PAEs and the U.S. patent system.  
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